Persistent multidecadal power of the Indian Summer Monsoon
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A B S T R A C T

The instrumental record of Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) precipitation displays two complete manifestations of an inferred multidecadal cycle. Hitherto, no precipitation-sensitive proxy record from the Indian subcontinent has had the necessary resolution and length to adequately assess whether this observed feature is an inherent aspect of the ISM system on longer timescales. Here we present compelling evidence for persistence of this cycle using a millennial length (AD 600–1550) and sub-annually resolved speleothem oxygen isotope record (δ18O) from Dandak Cave in east-central India. The record displays a high degree of correlation with a speleothem-based Asian monsoon reconstruction from Wanxiang Cave in north-central China on annual to decadal timescales showing the regional significance of these findings. The observed period in our monsoon reconstruction is similar to that associated with the Greissberg solar cycle and multidecadal sea surface temperature variability in the north Atlantic (AMO), both of which are often cited as the prominent pacemakers of ISM variability on multidecadal timescales. We document transient coherence between ISM precipitation amount and solar variability that persists exclusively in the century prior to and during the Medieval Climate Anomaly (nominally, AD 950–1300). The non-stationary nature of the SFV–monsoon relationship presented here may be evidence of the time-varying influence of tropical ocean–atmosphere dynamics on the solar–monsoon link; however, it is not possible to show with significance that this period of coherence is anything more than an artifact of two timeseries with similar spectra. We therefore, are inclined to interpret our record as evidence of a minimal role of solar variability in driving persistent multidecadal variability of the ISM. Multidecadal SST variability in the North Atlantic remains as the likely alternative driver for persistence of this cycle. Regardless of the causative mechanism(s), the amplitude and regional signature of the observed cycle in ISM precipitation highlight its societal importance with respect to forecasting ISM precipitation on multidecadal timescales.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Indian Summer Monsoon circulation is among the most profound features of the Earth’s climate system (Webster, 1987). Seasonal (JJAS) precipitation associated with the ISM provides nearly 80% of the annual precipitation over the Indian subcontinent and is vital to sustaining the region’s agriculture and rapidly growing economy (Gadgil et al., 2005). The instrument record of ISM precipitation (ca AD 1870) reveals prominent inter-annual to multidecadal precipitation variability, which has generated noted social and economic hardship (Gadgil et al., 2005). Historical documentary accounts (Maharartha, 1996) and a limited number of high-resolution proxy based reconstructions from the Indian subcontinent suggest that larger precipitation anomalies in the ISM have occurred on inter-annual to centennial timescales over the past 1–2 millennia (Staubwasser and Weiss, 2006; Sinha et al., 2007; Davis et al., 2005). These reconstructions underscore the need to understand the full spectrum of monsoon behavior on all timescales to improve predictive skill. Although there has been important progress with regard to forecasting on seasonal to inter-annual timescales (Luo et al., 2008), predicting ISM behavior at multidecadal time scales, particularly amidst increasing radiative forcing from rising greenhouse gas concentrations, remains a complex challenge.

The instrument record of ISM precipitation is characterized by a prominent 60–70-year cycle (Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Goswami et al., 2006). Area-weighted monsoon rainfall over India (AIR) was greater than the long-term mean between AD 1870 and 1900 and from AD 1930 to 1960. Conversely, the intervals between AD 1900 and
1930 and AD 1960 to 1990s were characterized by lower than average rainfall (Gadgil et al., 2007). The principal goal of this study is to further characterize whether the multidecadal variability is persistently periodic and inherent to the ISM system or a transient aspect unique to the 20th century. If indeed these multidecadal features are a persistent feature of the ISM, a dynamical understanding of their origin would form the basis for reliable monsoon forecasting on timescales relevant to policy-makers (Goswami and Xavier, 2005).

External forcing from solar flux variability (SFV) has previously been implicated as a potential driver for low frequency variability of the ISM (Neff et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2003; Agnihotri et al., 2002a). Work by Kodera (2004) has shown that the SFV–ISM relationship can persist at higher frequencies through direct invigoration of convection over the tropical Indian Ocean. Kodera (2004) shows that the solar influence on the monsoon arises as a consequence of the high concentrations of UV-sensitive ozone in the stratosphere, which allows even modest changes in solar flux to influence the vertical temperature gradient in the tropics, leading to more vigorous convection and thus increased summer rainfall over India. Both Kodera (2004) and Bhattacharyya and Narasimha (2005) provide evidence of a solar signature during the instrumental precipitation record from the Indian subcontinent. Haigh (1996) and Emile-Geay et al. (2007) present alternative mechanisms to modulate a solar signature on ISM through changes in Hadley circulation or by way of the solar influence on ENSO. Recent work by Meehl et al. (2009) shows that in order to generate the full magnitude of the observed solar signature on the climate system both the top-down stratospheric mechanism of Kodera (2004) and the bottom-up ocean–atmosphere mechanism of Haigh (1996) are necessary.

A number of studies also point to the influence of North Atlantic SST anomalies on ISM precipitation on inter-annual (Rajeevan and Sridhar, 2008), multidecadal (Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Goswami et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008), and millennial (Fleitmann et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2003) timescales. Goswami et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2008) have shown that the warm (cold) phase of AMO is linked to increased more rigorous convection and thus increased summer rainfall over India. Both Kodera (2004) and Bhattacharyya and Narasimha (2005) show that in order to generate the full magnitude of the observed solar signature on the climate system both the top-down stratospheric mechanism of Kodera (2004) and the bottom-up ocean–atmosphere mechanism of Haigh (1996) are necessary.

External forcing from solar flux variability (SFV) has previously been implicated as a potential driver for low frequency variability of the ISM (Neff et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2003; Agnihotri et al., 2002a). Work by Kodera (2004) has shown that the SFV–ISM relationship can persist at higher frequencies through direct invigoration of convection over the tropical Indian Ocean. Kodera (2004) shows that the solar influence on the monsoon arises as a consequence of the high concentrations of UV-sensitive ozone in the stratosphere, which allows even modest changes in solar flux to influence the vertical temperature gradient in the tropics, leading to more vigorous convection and thus increased summer rainfall over India. Both Kodera (2004) and Bhattacharyya and Narasimha (2005) provide evidence of a solar signature during the instrumental precipitation record from the Indian subcontinent. Haigh (1996) and Emile-Geay et al. (2007) present alternative mechanisms to modulate a solar signature on ISM through changes in Hadley circulation or by way of the solar influence on ENSO. Recent work by Meehl et al. (2009) shows that in order to generate the full magnitude of the observed solar signature on the climate system both the top-down stratospheric mechanism of Kodera (2004) and the bottom-up ocean–atmosphere mechanism of Haigh (1996) are necessary.

A number of studies also point to the influence of North Atlantic SST anomalies on ISM precipitation on inter-annual (Rajeevan and Sridhar, 2008), multidecadal (Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Goswami et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008), and millennial (Fleitmann et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2003) timescales. Goswami et al. (2006) and Li et al. (2008) have shown that the warm (cold) phase of AMO is linked to increased more rigorous convection and thus increased summer rainfall over India. Both Kodera (2004) and Bhattacharyya and Narasimha (2005) show that in order to generate the full magnitude of the observed solar signature on the climate system both the top-down stratospheric mechanism of Kodera (2004) and the bottom-up ocean–atmosphere mechanism of Haigh (1996) are necessary.

2. Location and methodology

Dandak Cave is located at 19 °N and 82 °E at 400 m elevation (Fig. 1) within the zone referred to as Central India (C) by Hoyos and Webster (2007). The instrumental rainfall record from C1 correlates strongly with the AIR ($r^2 = 0.60$) and Southwest India ($r^2 = 0.59$) (Hoyos and Webster, 2007). Nearly a century long rainfall data from the nearest meteorological station (Jagdalpur) exhibits a classic unimodal rainfall distribution where over 80% of the annual precipitation falls during the summer monsoon season (Sinha et al., 2007). Work by Ashok et al. (2004) indicates this region has a significant (~95% confidence) anti-correlation with ENSO and a positive correlation with the strength of the IOD.

Instrumental data from the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation database and regional studies indicate that the amount effect is the leading cause of oxygen isotopic variability in monsoon season precipitation in this region (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003; Yadava et al., 2004). Vuille et al. (2005) used the ECHAM-4 AGCM model fitted with isotope tracers to explore the amount effect across the Asian monsoon region and confirm that there is a negative correlation between $\delta^{18}O$ of precipitation and monsoon circulation from the Bay of Bengal across the central Indian subcontinent. They argue that in Central India stronger monsoon (sea to land) circulation generates increased convection, and subsequently an observable amount effect. On the basis of these studies we interpret $\delta^{18}O$ changes in Dandak Cave stalagmite (DAN-D) to primarily reflect variations in monsoon season rainfall amounts.

Initial $\delta^{18}O$ results from DAN-D stalagmite were published by Sinha et al. (2007). The $\delta^{18}O$ record presented here extends high-resolution analysis through the entire MCA capturing the transition into and out of this period. Our $\delta^{18}O$ timeseries now contains 1874 isotopic measurements (684 of which were presented in the original publication) spanning ~272 mm of speleothem calcite. The entire dataset including $\delta^{13}C$ measurements, which were made simultaneously with the $\delta^{18}O$ analyses, are included in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. We have chosen not to include the $\delta^{13}C$ measurements in our discussion because of a lack of information that can be used to calibrate the variability.

The age model of DAN-D stalagmite presented in Sinha et al. (2007) is modified here using a Monte Carlo approach to generate a continuous representation of age uncertainty throughout the record and minimize the age uncertainty in certain intervals where
the measured date is less precise. In this method, it is assumed that the actual age for a datum is distributed normally around the measured U/Th date (Supplementary Table 3). We simulate 1000 possible age models, by randomly distributing the dates around the reported age, based on the individual uncertainty estimates for each measurement (analytically-derived) and assume a linear interpolation between dates. In some instances the 2σ uncertainty in one date overlaps with the date of an adjacent sample, which periodically results in a spurious age model reversal. In order to minimize this, we modified our age model simulation so that in instances where adjacent samples have overlapping uncertainty within 2σ, maxima and minima ages are assigned that are scaled according to the reported analytical uncertainty. With this approach we are able to generate 90% confidence bands for the abscissa of our timeseries (Fig. 2). The age uncertainty of individual isotopic measurements is on average 12 yrs with some periods having uncertainties of less than 5 yrs.

To identify periodic components, the spectrum in the speleothem oxygen isotope records is calculated. We used the Lomb–Scargle periodogram in combination with Welch’s Overlapped Sequence Averaging procedure (software: Redft (Schulz and Mudelsee, 2002)) to analyze the unevenly spaced data directly, without interpolation and its distorting effect. A Welch window with three overlapping (50%) segments was selected to optimize bias/variance properties. Using a rectangular window with three segments gave similar results, attesting to the robustness of the result. We tested the null hypothesis “red-noise background with no significant periodic components” by means of Monte Carlo realizations (number of realizations, 2000) of a first-order autoregressive process for unevenly spaced timeseries (Schulz and Mudelsee, 2002). The Monte Carlo age model approach allows us to repeat the spectral analysis under the same setting (window type and number of segments) on 50 random iterations of our age model to test how minor adjustments to the age model affect the spectral properties of our record, following a similar method as Mudelsee et al. (2009). Any power with a period of greater than 125 yrs was excluded from consideration because our record is of insufficient length to capture signals of such a low frequency. Lastly, we use a band-pass filter for unevenly spaced timeseries (Schulz and Stattegger, 1997) on 50 randomly selected iterations of our age model to isolate variability in the range in which significant power was found (80–100 yrs).

3. Results and discussion

We have previously shown that variations in Dandak Cave δ18O stalagmite record reflect broad-scale changes in ISM precipitation variability over Central India (Sinha et al., 2007). The δ18O record presented in Fig. 3 contains several decadal to multidecadal intervals of weaker monsoon, which are corroborated by historical accounts of major drought-related famines in India between 7th and 16th centuries AD (Sinha et al., 2007). This aspect of our record reflects both its robust chronology and justification of using it as an accurate proxy for monsoon precipitation variations over continental India. To further evaluate broader regional relevance of our record, we compare Dandak δ18O record with a recently published stalagmite δ18O record from the Wanxiang cave in north-central China (Zhang et al., 2008). The Wanxiang cave δ18O record has both excellent age constraints (<5 yrs) and is well-calibrated with instrumental data from this region (Zhang et al., 2008). The comparison between δ18O records from Dandak and Wanxiang caves during the overlapping period (AD 600–1600) is presented in Fig. 3 on independent timescales, without any tuning or adjustments. The similarity between the two records is striking, highlighted by three contemporaneous maxima occurring near AD 900, AD 1050 and AD 1375. We calculate the correlation coefficients of sliding 50 yr windows between the two records to identify the extent to which the relationship evolves and find that while the average correlation is 0.27 (p<0.01), between AD 800 and AD 1420 the correlation coefficient of certain windows reaches values...
of up to 0.81. The strong correlation between these two records on decadal timescales provides us not only with further confidence in our age model, but also assurance that our record reflects regional monsoon circulation and that common forcing mechanisms are likely acting to control precipitation amounts in these two distal locations.

Spectral analysis of the Dandak $\delta^{18}O$ record shows the presence of a single statistically significant peak that is centered around 90 years/cycle (Fig. 4). Although some of the age models show peaks at higher frequencies, such as a clustering around 25 yrs, no other peak retains significance when considered as a mean of all age models. When the
record is filtered to capture only the variability within this temporal window, 8 manifestations of the cycle are clearly evident (Fig. 5). The amplitude of these cycles is, on average 0.5‰, which is half the range of δ18O variability for the raw data (~1.0‰). The presence of power in this spectral band has previously been noted in a wide array of other proxy-monsoon reconstructions spanning the Holocene such as δ18O stalagmite records from the Arabian Peninsula (Neff et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2003) and China (Dykoski et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005) and marine records from the Arabian and China Sea proxy-monsoon reconstructions spanning the Holocene such as this spectral band has previously been noted in a wide array of other proxy-monsoon reconstructions spanning the Holocene such as δ18O stalagmite records from the Arabian Peninsula (Neff et al., 2001; Burns et al., 2002; Fleitmann et al., 2003) and China (Dykoski et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2005) and marine records from the Arabian and China Sea proxy-monsoon reconstructions spanning the Holocene such as Fig. 4. Spectral analysis of the Dandak record using the Redfit Program (Schulz and Mudelsee, 2002). The black lines show the spectra for numerous iterations of the age model as described in the text and shown in the figure. The gray lines represent the upper 90% confidence limit of the red-noise alternative as determined with a Monte Carlo simulation.

Fig. 5. Band-passed version of the Dandak record and normalized reconstructions of solar flux variability from Mann et al. (2005) (brown), Reimer et al. (2004) (pink) and Uoskin et al. (2008) (red). Numerous iterations of the age model are shown to illustrate the age uncertainty of our reconstruction (bottom). The top panel shows the mean age model and SFV reconstruction with the dark gray region delineating the period of time in which the ISM and SFV reconstructions are in-phase with one another.

The precise chronology and high resolution of our record affords the opportunity to explore the solar origins of this cycle and not simply assume that a common spectral peak is indicative of causality. To test the assumption of causality, we explore the phase relationship of the ISM with SFV by comparing our δ18O record with 3 independent solar reconstructions and assume that shared variance between the different reconstructions represents a conservative estimate for SFV. We do not attempt to apply a transfer function between solar variability and monsoon precipitation amounts and for this reason we were less concerned with absolute estimates of solar flux variance, which vary considerably between records (Crowley, 2000), and more that age uncertainty in the reconstruction was small enough to provide an accurate estimate for the timing of maxima and minima on decadal timescales. We chose to use the SFV record from 1) Mann et al. (2005), which was derived from 10Be concentrations in Greenland ice cores, 2) Reimer et al. (2004), which was derived from residual-14C in tree cores, and 3) the model of Uoskin et al. (2008) that considers the role of geomagnetic fluctuation in addition to residual-14C measurements. Band-passed versions of the records shown in Fig. 5 clearly indicate common signals between these three independent reconstructions.

We envision four possible solar–monsoon relationships. In the simplest scenario the ISM and SFV would exhibit an in-phase relationship, which would suggest an instantaneous response between SFV and ISM. This relationship would imply that the SFV and ISM are linked through an atmospheric bridge either directly (e.g. Kodera, 2004)) or through a modulator such as conditions in the ENSO domain (Emile-Geay et al., 2007). In the second scenario, there would be a consistent phase relationship but with a lag necessary for a change in solar flux to have an impact on monsoon circulation. In the third scenario, the phase relationship between the ISM and SFV is non-stationary, exhibiting transient periods of a coherent phase relationship. In this scenario, the impact of solar forcing on ISM is fleeting and governed by specific boundary conditions that promote the solar modulation of ISM. In the latter case, there is no solar–monsoon relationship and thus the common spectral properties are coincidental.

We observe that for most of the 1000 yrs that Dandak overlaps with the solar reconstructions, there is little coherence with the exception of the period between AD 800 and AD 1290 (Fig. 5). We are confident given our conservative treatment of age uncertainty that the change in the solar–monsoon relationship cannot simply be a function of uncertainties in the age model, as the maximum uncertainty in our age model during the transition intervals is less than 12 yrs (90% CI). Furthermore the high degree of resemblance between Dandak and Wanxiang Cave records, the latter having unprecedented low error on U–Th dates (Zhang et al., 2008), is further evidence of the robustness of our chronology during this interval. A tentative hypothesis to explain transient SFV–ISM coherence is that changes in the ocean-atmospheric system, specifically in the ENSO domain, acted to disrupt or enhance the SFV–monsoon bridge. This would imply that the dynamical mechanism linking ISM variability and SFV from Kodera (2004) is sensitive to external boundary conditions, which is an idea that is supported by the findings that ENSO may act as a modulator of solar flux variability (Emile-Geay et al., 2007). If so, a sustained change in ENSO dynamics during the MCA could have provided the conditions necessary for a consistent SFV–monsoon relationship. Indeed, a number of proxy records and modeling simulations indicate that anomalous ENSO conditions persisted during much of the MCA (Crowley, 2000; Cobb et al., von Rad et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1999). The consistency of this signal in records from a wide region and the fact that its presence spans much of the Holocene, suggest a common forcing and one that is inherently persistent. All the aforementioned studies posit that the presence of this periodicity arises from the Gleissberg solar cycle, with a reported 88-year cycle as derived from numerous solar reconstructions (McCracken et al., 2001).
2003; Graham et al., 2007; Stott et al., 2004). If the ENSO-modulated solar forcing was the cause of strong solar–monsoon relationship during the MCA, the lack of a coherent relationship outside of this time interval indicates either varying ENSO dynamics and/or changing frequency and amplitude of IOD events, which can intermittently amplify or neutralize ENSO impact on monsoon circulation (Ashok et al., 2004).

Although we identify a feasible mechanism for a fleeting solar influence, it is not possible to show with statistical significance that the period of coherence is more than simply a product of two timeseries with similar spectral properties. We evaluate this further by trying to identify the presence of other higher frequency solar bands during the MCA interval, such as the well documented 11-year cycle. The spectral analysis provides no evidence of other known solar cycles acting to influence monsoon circulation during this period lending a further critique to a prominent solar-driven ISM during the MCA (Supplementary Fig. 1). Furthermore, if the solar cycle was only intermittent, it provides no causal explanation of the persistence of the 90-year cycle before and after this time window. These lines of evidence point towards a non-solar related mechanism driving the variability. The influence of North Atlantic SSTs on the ISM has been widely observed (Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Li et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2008; Feng and Hu, 2008) and we thus consider it as the likely alternative in pacing the periodic multi-decadal ISM variability. Evidence from the short instrumental record suggests a preferred multi-decadal SST mode in the North Atlantic (Goswami et al., 2006), and proxy reconstructions from the region find evidence that a near-centennial cycle is inherent to the North Atlantic climate (Kerr, 2000; Appenzeller et al., 1998; Gray et al., 2004; Meeker and Mayewski, 2002). Modeling studies by Park and Latif (2008) have found that such a periodicity can arise internal to the North Atlantic system while Meeker and Mayewski (2002) suggest a transient solar influence of the North Atlantic that appears pronounced during periods of weak solar activity (e.g. AD 1400–1800). Contemporaneous hydrosclerite proxy records from regions known to be influenced by North Atlantic climate such as Central America (Lachniet et al., 2004) and West Africa (Shanahan et al., 2009) also indicate significant peaks near 90 yrs. Given both their shared spectral properties and the established dynamical link, the North Atlantic emerges as the likely driver for persistence of multi-decadal power of the ISM.

4. Conclusions

This study highlights the existence of a high-amplitude, recurrent, multi-decadal scale pattern present in Indian summer monsoon rainfall during the MCA and adjacent centuries. Although the presence of such a feature has been observed from the short instrumental record, we provide compelling evidence for its persistence on longer timescales. The high amplitude of this cycle and that it apparently has a wide regional signature underscores the significance of this finding with respect to long-term forecasting of the ISM. For multiple centuries during the MCA this cycle appears paced by solar flux variations, which is consistent with the findings of previous work from the Arabian Peninsula (Fleitmann et al., 2003) and China (Zhang et al., 2008). We find that on both ends of the MCA, the relationship between solar flux and the ISM is no longer apparent. The change in relationship between ISM and SFV could mark a fundamental change in either ENSO and/or IOD behavior, which acted to disrupt this link. However, it is not possible to show with significance that this period of coherence is anything more than an artifact of two timeseries with similar spectra. We therefore, are inclined to interpret our record as evidence of a minimal role of solar variability in driving persistent multi-decadal variability of the ISM. We have confidence based on both the previously established dynamical link and their shared spectral properties, that multi-decadal variability of the North Atlantic SSTs plays the principal role in generating and maintaining this periodicity. The findings highlight two areas of research that require active exploration: (1) The need to extend high-resolution proxy records of the ISM to overlap with the instrumental record for the purposes of documenting the nature of multi-decadal ISM variability during the Little Ice Age, which has unique boundary conditions relative to both the 20th century and MCA. (2) The apparent uniqueness of the MCA both from a standpoint of regional coherence and unique solar–ISM relationship highlights a demand for further studies on the dynamical anomalies during this period through modeling exercises, which will help unravel the coupled influences that ENSO, IOD, SFV and AMV have on the Indian monsoon system.
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